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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Luis Tovar Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 7885 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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dormir con las gallinas
This phrase is provides to indicate that someone will lie very early at night.

dormitorio de gallinas
It is a structure made of sticks and branches, provided with a staircase, through which the hens, instinctively rise one by
one, when you begin to fall overnight.

dos por dos
It is a multiplication : two times two equal to four (2 X 2 x 4 ) .

dos santos
1- Dos Santos, is a surname of Portuguese origin.    2- It is a Portuguese expression that in Spanish translates "of the
saints". 

doscente
doscente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "teacher" being its meaning:<br>Teacher: ( adj.  ) A person who
is professionally engaged in teaching.

dónde fue fundado el mormonismo?
Mormonism: m. Protestant religious movement founded in 1830 in the United States of America by Joseph Smith to
initially professed polygamy.

dr
Dr is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dr." being its meaning:<br>Dr: Is the abbreviation of Doctor.

dra
DRA is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dr." being its meaning:<br>Dr.: Dr. abbreviation.

dramaturgo
Playwright (and playwright).    Author (ra) of dramatic works. 

driblar
Dribble: (In football and basketball ). Make a player a rapid movement to evade and escape to the contrary.

driblar
Dribble: (In football and basketball ). Quick-turn making a player that allows you to cheat instead and escape it.

dribling
Dribbling or Driblin: in some sports, quick-turn a player makes while controlling the ball, to outwit and elude an opponent.

dristancito



Drirstancito is the presentation for children of the drug known as dristan, whose main components are Chlorfenamine
and Ibuprofen.

dron
A drone is a small unmanned aircraft that can be directed and controlled remotely.

dubái
Dubai, or also Dubai, is a city in the United Arab Emirates.  It has an approximate population of 1. 200 . 000 inhabitants .

ducharse
Showering: take a shower, bathing.

duelo de pick-ups
In Barranquilla and Cartagena in Colombia, a duel of pick-ups ( duel of 41 peaks; is an event in which the presentation,
is made Alternately, several of these players music devices, to measure quality of sound, power and music
programming. Currently, authorities have opted to prohibit this type of event in view of the large number of complaints
that the Community presented by sound or hearing by these devices, pollution and the high consumption of
hallucinogenic drugs and other disorders by attendees at these presentations.

dueñas
Owners: how feminine and plural of the adjective owner. Owner is the woman that is ama and Lady, and who possesses
a thing.

dueñas
Dueñas is a surname of Spanish origin that can be found in some regions of America.

dueñas
Owners: Is feminine and plural adjective owner. Owner is one female that is love and Lady, and that possesses a thing.

dulce jazmín
Yazmin Dulce, or sweet Jasmine is a feminine name of unknown origin; It could have derived from other feminine proper
name: Dulce Maria.

dulce maría
Dulce María , is a female proper name of Spanish origin. 

dulce nombre
Sweet name of Jesus, is the name of a neighborhood located on the periphery of the Corozal municipality, in the
Department of Sucre, in Colombia.

dulcerito
Dulcerito: Child selling candy.



dulcina
Dulcina, is a feminine, very common name in some parts of the Colombian Caribbean coast.

dulia
dulia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "dulia" being its meaning:<br>Dulia: f. (Theology.  ) Worship that is
taxed to the angels and saints.

dura lex, sed lex
Latin locution that equals " hard is law, but the law 34. It means the need to submit to the laws, however tough they are.

duraluminio
Duralumin: (Quim.  )  Aluminum alloy. It contains 4% copper, 0 ' 5% magnesium, 0 ' 25 to 1% manganese and small
quantities of iron and Silicon. Because of its lightness is used in the construction of aircraft.

duramadre
Dura mater: f. ( Anat.  )  The most hard and fibrous of the three meninges surrounding the brain and spinal cord.

durita
Rubber pipe: Name own feminine of Danish origin.

durísimo
Very hard: Hard superlative. A very hard is a hard, a teso, a man who is in everything that it knows all, a " bravo " All this
speaking colloquially.

duro y parejo
Firmly and relentlessly.

duro y por la cabeza
1.-this expression is widely used in Colombiaduto, in Barranquilla, and refers to an action that is done with firmness,
determination and willingness: "We must finish the work today, so we are going to give you hard and by the head
".<br>2.-this expression is used in Colombia, specifically in Barranquilla, and refers to an action that is done with
firmness, determination and willingness: "We must finish the work today, so we are going to give you hard and by the
head ".

dvd
A DVD or Digital Versatile Disc ( split in English, and DVD in Spanish ). It is a compact disc that uses a technology
similar to the of the CD-ROMs, CR-r / RW, to store all types of data, such as: video, audio, text, images, etc.

dvd player
DVD player: English expression which in Spanish translates DVD player.

dx
DX: Medical abbreviation for the word diagnosis.



dybala
Paulo Ezequiel Dybala is an Argentine footballer who plays as a forward. He has played in teams such as Cordoba
Institute, ( Argentina ) and Juventus of Italy.

dynamo de kiev
The Dynamo Kiev soccer club is football of the city of Kiev, Ukraine. He has won several Championships which include
more than one dozen of leagues in Ukraine, several Soviet cups and a UEFA Super Cup.

e-mail
Electronic mail: you can abbreviate E-Mail or e-mail. It is a phrase which in Spanish translates e-mail.

ecg
ECG, is the medical abbreviation for electrocardiogram.

echao pa&#39; adelante
Cast or cast pa '' forward, is someone enterprising, visionary, " 34 camelladora;.

echao pa&#39; adelante
This expression applies to the entrepreneur, decided, man who acts with firmness, with fortitude.

echar a rodar la bola
1 Start a process or an activity.   < br > 2 start a football match.

echar al agua
The expression cast to the water is correctly written. It is a colloquial expression that means ratting.

echar bola
In Venezuela, "throwing ball" is to strive to the maximum to achieve a purpose, it is to fight, to fight life, to work hard, with
courage and tenacity. 

echar carbón
Take coal: ( 41 colloquial expression; Sow tares. It may be synonymous with "Take charcoal to fire ".

echar carreta
It is an expression of the popular jargon, used in Colombia and that means: talking animatedly, talk talk, chacharear. In
Mexico it is equivalent to " take choro ".

echar chispas
Be a very angry person.

echar choro
It is an expression which in Mexico means: talk animatedly about several issues. Talk, talk. In Colombia it is equivalent
to 34 cast cart " talking mumbo jumbo.



echar de menos
Miss or notice the absence of a person or thing, recalling her with sadness. Synonym: wonder.

echar ojo
Look, watch, observe. 

echar soltar los perros a alguien
take loose dogs someone is incorrectly written and it should be written as "release the dogs" being its
meaning:<br>Release the dogs: (Colloquial expression used in Colombia ).  Fall in love with a man to a woman. Try to
seduce her with compliments and affectionate treatment.

echar un ojo
Look, watch, or take care of something or someone.

echar un polvito
Having a sexual encounter in a fast way by time pressure or because there is a risk that someone comes in a surprising
way. Antonym: throw a first scene.

echar una mano
Help, assist someone performing a task, a job, a process, etc.

echarle pichón
This expression in Venezuela means: to try to the maximum, to employ oneself thoroughly to achieve a purpose. 

echarse unos palitos
Throw sticks: take a few shots of brandy, whisky or any other liquor.

ecografista
( or the )  Sonographer is the person specialised in it takes, preparation and reading of ultrasound.

economía del lenguaje
1.-It is the fact of omitting certain words to save time in communication. Example: In prayer " I'm eating " the subject
could be omitted ( I ) and say only: " I'm eating ".

eda
E. D. A..   (Medicine ) Abbreviation of acute diarrheal disease, also known as gastroenteritis.

edad media
Middle Ages : Historical period that is located between the Ancient Age and the Modern Age, comprising the period from
the 5th to the fifteenth century.

edson
Edson is a male proper name that is believed to be of English origin, but which could actually be of Portuguese origin.



eduardoño
Eduardoño is the name of a Colombian company that manufactures and sells products for nautical and agricultural
sectors.

educando
A learner is a student, a student, a schoolboy.

eeuu
USA, or also the US.  America.  , is the Spanish abbreviation for the United States.  In Spanish, the acronyms USA and
U are also used. S. To. ;  the latter two are the acronym for United States of America, which translates to United States
of America.

efecto dominó
The domino effect or chain reaction is the result produced when an event causes other similar events in chain.

efta
E. F. T. A.: (European Free Trade Association ). European Free Trade Association.

efta
E F T. A: (European Free Trade Association )  European Free Trade Association.

ego
Ego: m. excessive assessment of one's own.

egotismo
Egotism: m. desire of a person talking about itself and enhance its own personality.

eh a ve maría
Also, " HD to see Mary as " and " HD to see maria as ome " they are expressions used in the departments of Antioquia,
Risaralda and Quindío ( 41 paisa region;  in Colombia, denoting suspicion, confusion, hesitation, admiration,
amazement, etc.

ei
EI is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hey!" being its meaning:<br>An interjection used to call someone's
attention, or to express surprise or pleasure.

ei
EI is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hey!" being its meaning:<br>An interjection used to call someone's
attention, or to express surprise or pleasure.

eilyn
Eilyn is a feminine given name of Hebrew origin.  In Spanish it is very common along with the name Helen. 



ejemplarizante
Exemplary : ( adj .  ) 1- Applies to anything that serves as an example.    2- Action or conduct worthy of imitation.

ejemplificante
Ejemplificante: (adj.  ) 1 - applies to that which serves as example.   2 action or conduct worthy of imitation.

ejemplos de palabras homofonas
The homophones are those that have the same pronunciation, but spelling and meaning are different. Examples:
married ( 41 marriage, Hunt ( capture animals ) Hello ( greeting ) 40 wave; wave that forms on the surface of the waters
).

el 9 de abril
On April 9, that is the title of a song of the genre vallenato, composed and performed by Diomedes Díaz. It says more or
less: "... I am on April 9, I am February 13 ( bis ) I am own remembrance of who was born that day, I am the word
melancholy reflected in a good man ".

el antonimo de ladron
Cautious Word is antonym of thief, because its definition is, Cauto: 1 - acting with cautalela and caution and tries to
avoid or prevent a danger. 2 - it is cautious. Antonym of cautious: unwary. And one of the antonyms of thief is honored.

el asno salvaje es conocido por el nombre de
It is the Asian Wild Ass (Equus hemionus ) also called hemion or evening primrose. This species of ass lives in the
steppes and mountains of Asia. Another kind of ass that can also be considered him wild is the Zebra.

el ayer
Yesterday is the last time.

el correo de las brujas
It is called a mail of the witches to rumors, gossip or gossip.

el fuego de la sangre
It must be something like 'Blood called ' referring to the situation in which people seek their family ( children, siblings,
parents, etc.  ) to be close to them, to support and help each other, even though there existed differences or
disagreements between them. As Los Hermanos Zuleta narrated it in the blood called song.

el guayabo
Guayabo is the name of a town in the State of Zulia, in Venezuela, near the border with Colombia.

el heraldo
1- El Heraldo is a Colombian newspaper published in the city of Barranquilla (Colombia).   2- El Heraldo de México, is a
newspaper published in Mexico City, Mexico.   The Miami Herald is a newspaper published in Miami, USA. 

el hoy
Today is the present time.



el mañana
Tomorrow is the future time.

el monaguillo andrés
Imaginary character of the popular song of the sing Panamanian Ruben Blades. The small Andrew, according to the
song, " given the post in the Church's altar server to see if the connection made to the boy, and his family is very proud
because in turn it is believed that with God by connecting one connects to ten ".

el monaguillo andrés
Imaginary character of the popular song of the sing pamameno Ruben Blades. The small Andrew, according to the
song, " given the post in the Church's altar server to see if the connection made to the boy, and his family is very proud
because in turn it is believed that with God by connecting one connects to ten ".

el nombre consuelo
Consolation: Female name of Latin origin which comes from another own name also of origin Latin: consolation. It is
emotional, expressive, intelligent, entrepreneurial, and natural.

el pelado díaz
Ramon Angel Diaz, better known as " the bare " or " pelao " Diaz is an Argentine ex-footballer who currently works as a
technician. He has been player and technician of the River Plate team on several occasions.

el pezón es eréctil?
Obviously Yes. In the majority of women, during the caresses and kisses aimed at this area, either prior to sexual
contact or not, you can see nipples stand up and get hard. This happens because in the woman the nipple and areola
are erogenous zones.

el rabo de la mula
In colloquial language, "the tail of the mule" is an imaginary place that is quite distant and sometimes difficult to access. 

el vaticano
The Vatican City is a city that governs itself and which is located within the city of Rome in Italy. In the Vatican was
officially institutionalized the Catholic Church, and is where the Holy See, which is the seat of the Pope and other
members of the Catholic Church is located.

el vocablo bonaverense a que idioma pertenese
The word bonaverense belongs to the Spanish language, is the adjective for people born in the municipality of
Buenaventura in the Department of Valle del Cauca, in Colombia.   ( Clarify belonging is written with c ).

eleazar
Eleazar: Son of Mattathias, Jewish ringleader of the failed revolution against the Romans ( 1st century ) originated as a
result of the destruction of Solomon's temple.

electra
Electra: (MIT.  ) Daughter of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, and sister of Orestes and Iphigenia. To avenge the death
of Agamemnon, Clytemnestra victim, helped his brother Orestes to kill his mother and lover of Aegisthus.



electro
Electro: 1 - prefix which means electrical, electricity.   2. in popular jargon l stands for electrocardiogram.

electrocardiograma
An electrocardiogram (41 ECG; It is a retrieved test with an electrocardiograph, which consists of a graph that records
the electrical activity of the heart and heart rate.

electrochoque
An electroshock is an electric shock of moderate intensity and of short duration, which is applied to the patient's brain as
a method of therapy or treatment to cure some mental illnesses. 

electronic mail
Electronic Mail: It is an English term which in Spanish means or is equivalent to E-mail. Synonym: e-mail.  Many people
often say only " mail " or " ": "Send me an email " or "Please send me a mail, ".

electrosol
Electrosol: m.   (Quim.  ) Colloidal solution of a metal, obtained by electrolysis of water distilled with electrodes of metal
in question.

elegantizar
Give elegance to something or someone. 

elementaria
The word elementary does not exist in the Spanish language.  However the singer Rubén Blades introduces her to his
song El Padre Antonio and His Monaguillo Andrés; in it says more or less like this: "The boy Andrés Eloy Pérez is 10
years old, and studies in the elementary school at Simón Bolívar, still can't say El Credo correctly.  .  . "It is obvious that
what Ruben meant is that the boy Andrew studies in elementary education, that is, in primary basic education.

elena ivánovna
Queen of Poland ( 1476-1513, daughter of Iván the Terrible of Russia and wife of Alejandro Jagellón.

elepé
An elepé (abbreviated LP), also called long-form disc (LD), is a vinyl record on which a maximum of twelve songs can
be recorded in analog format per side (side A and side B).

eliminacion digestiva
The person who asks the best referred to the Intestinal elimination, which is the removal or disposal of waste produced
during digestion, which is essential for the health and occurs through defecation.

elio
Elio is a male proper name of Spanish origin.

elixir
Elixir, or better elixir, is a medicine with magical properties to cure a disease or to prevent or counteract an evil. 



eloísa
Eloísa , is a female proper name that is believed to be of French origin, but that could actually be of Spanish origin.  It
could have been derived from the male proper name Eloy. 

eloy
Eloy is a male proper name of Spanish origin. 

embarazar
Embarazar ( v .  Tr.  ) 1- Getting a woman pregnant.   2- Become pregnant. 

embarazoso
Embarrassing.    ( adj .  ) 1- That annoys or inconveniences.    2- Annoying, annoying.   3- Painful, shameful. 

embarrada
Slush: f. 1 - Error. 2-Lack: "Andres committed a slush in the company where he works: became taken ".

embarrarla
Muddy it: (Colloquial term ) A mistake, mess up.

embarrutar
Embarrutar: vb.   ( colloquial ) Dirty something mud, grease or any other substance.

embarrutarse
Getting pregnant ( v .   Pron.  ) Getting dirty or stained by mud, stain, paint or any other similar substance. 

emberracado
Emberracado: ( adj.  ) Furious, mad, rabid, angry.

emberracar
Emberracar: ( 41 slang;  Angry, angry.

emberracarse
Emberracarse: ( Colloquial term ) Emputarse, rage. Be rabid a person.

embolador
In Colombia colloquially is given the name of plunger to the shoe shine.

emboladores
"Emboladores": Plurar plunger. In the popular jargon, it is called " "emboladores" " the Shoeshine or shoe shine.

embolar
Embolism : In Colombia and other countries of America, clean and stuff footwear. 



embolsar
Bagging.      ( v .   Tr.  ) 1- Store something in a bag .    2- Bag .     ( v .  pronominal) Enter someone in panic, panic. 

embolsillar
Keep something in your pocket. 

embriología
Embryology: f. ( Fisiol.  ) Study of the formation and life of embryos from the ovum until birth.

embromar
This word is widely used in the departments of Bolivar, Sucre and Cordoba in Colombia.  Means: hitting, punish, cascar. 
Example: "If you still bothering you'll tease"

embrujar
Bewitch.     1- Bewitch, upset someone's judgment or health with superstitious practices.   2- Exert attraction or
fascination on someone. 

emergency exit
English expression which in Spanish translates: emergency exit.

emerson
Emerson, it's a male proper name.  Some people attribute the origin in the Republic of Brazil, however, for its writing and
pronunciation it is clear that its origin is Spanish. 

emi
EMI Music was a multinational record company, very popular in those wonderful years or golden era of the album when
the recordings were made on vinyl or cassette records.

emilionito
Emilionito, is the name which gives Andy Montañez to Emilianito Zuleta in the song "Matilde Lina" of el Gran Combo de
Puerto Rico.  In it Andy Montañez said: "this ride is Leandro Díaz but it seems Emilionito, has well little ones and
bajiticos verses of melody.  .  . "

emision de semen
emission of semen is incorrectly written and should be written as "emission of semen." being its meaning:<br>The
emission of semen or semen discharged is the Act of ejaculating. In the male orgasm always arrives accompanied by
ejaculation or expulsion of semen.

emo
An emo is a teenager who adopts an appearance and a series of strange behavior: usually covered one of his eyes for
the bangs, uses piercings, wears dark clothing, uses the eyes framed in an exaggerated way, you can reach the end of
eating little to look like an anorexic condition. Some emos tend, even inflict physical damage and show little interest in
life.



emoticón
A smiley, also called emoticon (in English emoticon) is a drawing of a human face with periods, hyphens, and other
symbols of the language to represent different States of mind.

empanada mental
Mental pie, is a colloquial expression that means: confusion, bewilderment, is something like a mental mess.

empanadero
Empanadero (a): 1 – person who prepares or sells pies.   2. a person who does a job, without beauty, without care.

emparapetar
In Colombia, specifically in the Caribbean coast, emparapetar is to arrange anything lightly, sloppy and without care or
cosmetic.

emparejado
Pairing: (p.  p.  match) 1 - is said the sheep that they are accompanied by their young and the father of these.   2. it is
said of the man or the woman having spouse or permanent partner.

emparejado
Pairing: (p.  p.  match) 1 - is said the sheep that they are accompanied by their young and the father of these.   2. it is
said of the man or the woman having spouse or permanent partner.

empatarse
Tie : ( v .   Pron.  ) Get dirty or smear ed of any substance, especially when it comes to grease, mud, oil, etc.

empecinarse
Insisting: stand firm on intent, opinion or idea, usually wrong, sure and without taking into consideration another
possibility. Synonym: Obstinarse.

empelotar
Empelotar: ( vb.  ) Undressing, undress.

emperifollarse
Decorate it or arrange someone too much.

emplazar
Summon.     ( v .   Tr.  ) 1- Notify a person to attend an appointment on a certain date and place.     2- In law, summon
the defendant to appear before a court or before a court. 

empostar
empostar is incorrectly written and should be written as a set being its meaning: set: (v.  ) To strengthen or "Swell" voice.

empozar



Collect: vb. Be arrested on a well water.

emprender las de villadiego
Take the flight, given to the escape, escape: " after hitting the motorcyclist, the driver of the truck undertook the
villadiego ".

empreñar
empreñar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "impregnate" being its meaning:<br>Impregnate: vb. Fertilize a
male animal a female or a male to a female.

empresariado
Entrepreneurship.      ( s .   m .  ) 1- Set of companies.   2 - Set of entrepreneurs. 

emprestar
Contrary to what you believe some people, the verb emprestar does part of the Spanish language.   This term is
collected and accepted by the SAR as a synonym to lend.

emproblemar
Emproblemar: Get into trouble, falling into difficulties.

empuercar
Pushing : ( v .  ) Dirty, full of crap, dirt.

emputar
Explode in anger a person.

emputarse
Emputarse ( v .   Pron.  )  .    Get very angry a person, burst into anger. 

emu
E. M. U.: stands for the English voice Extravehicular Mobility Unit. Space diving.

emvuelto
emvuelto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "wrapped." being its meaning:<br>Wrapper.

en balde
In vain: ( 41 adverbial expression; In vain, useless.

en bombas
Pumps: ( 41 colloquial expression; Immediately, quickly.

en demasía



Too much, too.

en la jerga popular qué es un llavería?
In Colombia, in the popular jargon, a " llavería "  a " " a " key is worth $ " or a " 34 partner; It is a friend.

en la olla
In colloquial language, being in the pot is being without money, without any economic resources. 

en las barbas
In the beards: ( 41 colloquial expression;  In the presence, in front of: "He said in your beards "

en línea
It is an expression of very common usage in the field of computer science, especially used to indicate or mention that
something is connected or that someone is making use of a network, usually the Internet.

en obra negra
He says the House, building or construction whose structure is now complete and is in the final stage but finished.

en par patadas
Torque kicking in, or also, in two kicks, is an adverbial expression meaning in colloquial language: quickly, easily.

en pelotas
Naked: Nude, I naked in pelotos,

en pelotos
In pelotos: is an expression very used in some regions of Colombia, and that means: naked, naked.

en pie
It says 40 structure, House, apartment, building, etc.  ) It has been built and is leaning on its foundations and bases.

en pos
In pursuit: in search, in search.

en un abrir y cerrar de ojos
Loc. Advisor. Quickly, quickly, in less than a rooster that sings.

en un dos por tres
Doing something in a two by three is to do it very fast, in a Trice, in an instant.

en venezuela se comen las letras?
In some States of Venezuela, "some letters and syllables, not only eat" also changed the "r" for "l".  For example, they
say calne instead of flesh and mejol instead of better.



en vivo
The expression " live and live " It indicates that a radio or television program is running at the same time which is
listening and viewing; that is, that has not been previously recorded for later transmit it.

enaceitarse
Enaceitar is: oily become one thing.

enaguas
The petticoat, also known as combination, is a transparent skirt of soft and elastic fabric worn by women as underwear
but about intimate lingerie, i.e. on the panty. With the arrival of the jean, jean descaderado, the miniskirt and the jean
skirt, this garment was virtually unused.

enanito
Dwarf: Diminutive of dwarf.

enanitos verdes
According to some narrations and fictional stories, aliens that inhabit the planet Mars are about little men of stature,
whose skin is green. According to these accounts, i.e. the inhabitants of Mars would be a few Los enanitos verdes. As in
the Bible, when in these stories is " 34 green dwarfs; It also refers to enanitas Greens. In the biblical accounts when it is
said that " God created man " It refers to the man and the woman, or what is the same: the human being.

enanitos verdes
According to some narrations and fictional stories, aliens that inhabit the planet Mars are about little men of stature,
whose skin is green. According to these accounts, i.e. the inhabitants of Mars would be a few Los enanitos verdes. As in
the Bible, when in these stories is " 34 green dwarfs; It also refers to enanitas Greens. In the biblical accounts when it is
said that " God created man " It refers to the man and the woman, or what is the same: the human being.

enanitos verdes
According to some narrations and fictional stories, aliens that inhabit the planet Mars are about little men of stature,
whose skin is green. According to these accounts, i.e. the inhabitants of Mars would be a few Los enanitos verdes. As in
the Bible, when these stories says " Los enanitos verdes also refers to enanitas Greens. In the biblical accounts when it
is said that " God created man " It refers to the man and the woman, or what is the same: the human being.

encaletar
Encaletar: (v.  ) 1 - hide, hide.   2 save or hide something in a Cove.

encanar
Encanar: vb.   ( colloquial ) Imprison, put in prison, put someone behind bars.

encaramarse
Perch ( v .   Pron.  ) Climb to a high place .

encargar
Commission.      ( v .  Tr.  ) Request a person from another, especially a manufacturer, distributor or trader to supply
something to him. 



encasquillarse
Stuck: 1 - put an automatic weapon, stop work or lock by have been out of place the sheath of a cartridge or the same
cartridge. 2 Jesus said is also of the machines when they stop working by any impediment.

encerrona
Lock-up : ( s .   F.  ) 1- Embarrassing situation .    2- Deception, cheating, ruse, ardid.

enchiquerar
Honourable: Meter or confine pigs in the pigpen.

enciclopédico
Encyclopedic ( ca ) 1- From or related to the encyclopedia .    2 - Encompassing or enclosing a wide variety of
knowledge.

encinta
Tape, it is said of the woman who is pregnant.

encochinar
Shrink ( v .  Tr.  ) Dirty what was clean or neat.

encochinarse
Shrink : ( v .  Pron.  ) Get dirty, get pawned.

encojar
Contrary to what some people believe, the word "shrink" is part of the Spanish language, it means: lame or lame
someone or some animal. 

encontronazo
Encounter: m. 1 - shock, encontron. 2 confrontation, disputed.

encopatada
A woman wore is one woman that belongs to a class social high.

encorsetar
Constrict: Put a woman corset, it is said especially when has it very tight.

encuellar
Encuellar: Take someone by the neck.

encuentro virtual
It is usually an encounter between two people over the Internet. It may be, for example, through Facebook. For these
virtual meetings, it is necessary to use microphones and video cameras.



encuestadora
Pollster: Woman carrying out surveys.

endocrinología
Endocrinology: f. branch of medicine that studies the glands of internal secretion. It includes the anatomical,
physiological and pathological knowledge of these glands, as well as their secretion products and functions thereof.

endocrinología
Endocrinology: f. branch of medicine that studies the glands of internal secretion. It includes the anatomical,
physiological and pathological knowledge of these glands, as well as their secretion products and functions thereof.

endodoncia
1. a root canal, also called root canal treatment, is a dental procedure that consists of clean and disinfect all ducts of the
interior of the tooth just properly until the tip of the root. 2-endodontic treatment: part of Dentistry which studies diseases
of pulp, root and Periapical tissues of tooth, to the water that their healing techniques.

endodoncista
An endodontist is a dentist specializing in Endodontics.

endoflebitis
Endoflebitis: f. (Med.  )  Inflammation of the inner tunic of the veins.

endomingarse
Wearing party clothes.

endófito
Endophyte, ta: adj.  It is said be of vegetable or plant organ that develops at the expense of the tissues of other plants.

endósmosis
Endosmosis: f. (FIS. and Quim.  )  phenomenon that occurs almost invariably when an electromotive force is applied to
electrodes placed on either side of a porous diaphragm submerged in water or other liquid. It consists of the appearance
of a pressure difference on both sides of the septum, which determines a flow of liquid through.

endrogarse
Doping is: vb. irreg. 1 Many debt, ensnare it. 2 Get high using hallucinogenic drugs.

endulzar
Sweeten.     ( v .   Tr.  ) Make something sweet. 

enequidad
It is poorly written. The correct writing is inequity. Means: Inequality, and the opposite is true ( antonym ) of equity.

energizante



Energizing.    ( adj .  ) Which provides energy to the body. 

enfermedad catastrófica
A catastrophic illness, also known as high-cost disease, is a devastating and often deadly or incurable disease, or which
may result in an inability of for life, and whose treatment, for being expensive, can lead to many economic hardship.
Catastrophic diseases include cancer, AIDS and ebola.

enfermoso
Enfermoso, sa: it is an adjective used in some regions of sur-america, especially in some towns and rural areas, which
means half-sick or slightly sick: 'I am going to visit my dad, which is enfermoso '.

enfrascarse
Engage: locked up or stand firm a person in an opinion, perspective, attitude or decision, without listening to
suggestions, or without taking into account the opinion of one or more other persons.

enfrentarse
Confront (v.   Pron.  ) Putting a person in front of something or someone. 

enfriador
A chiller is an appliance that is used to preserve or cool beverages, especially beers and soft drinks. 

engañifa
Trompe l ' œil: 1 - which seems valuable or very useful, but which in reality is of poor quality or unhelpful. 2 deception, fallacy.

engatuzar
cajole is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bamboozle" being its meaning:<br>Cajole: vb. Fool, fool.

engavetar
Engavetar: vb. Save something in a drawer, especially a document, a record, a letter, a book, a notebook, etc.

engordar
Gain a person of weight. 

enguayabado
In Colombia, in the colloquial language, be enguayabado or enguayabada is to be a person under the influence of an
own discomfort after consuming alcoholic beverages the night before.

enhorabuena
Congratulations: 1-( f.  ) Greeting. 2 ( Advisor.  ) Welcome, with happiness.

enhuesarse
Bone : ( v .   Pron.  ) 1- Stay someone with an annoying thing or with a conflicted, misunderstood, incomprehensive
person, etc.    2- Stay a trader or seller with some kind of merchandise for lack of customers or there has been a



significant slume in sales. 

enigmático
Enigmatic: ( adj.  ) It contains or contains enigma. Mysterious.

enlocar
I heard this word on YouTube, pronounced it an inhabitant of the department of La Guajira (Colombia), used it as a
synonym for going crazy. 

enloquecer
Madden.     ( v .  Tr.  ) Go crazy, lose your mind.  The word madness is sometimes used in a literal sense, and
sometimes in a figurative sense. 

enmaicenar
Enmaicenar: Word that is very used in Barranquila, Colombia. Means: take or sprinkle cornstarch to someone during the
days of Carnival. It is a usual arriaga in this city during this festival, in which the persosas, some others are cast maizena
( that gradually to been replaced by Carnival 41 dust; currently also used the call " foam Carnival ".

enmochilar
Inpacker : ( v .  ) 1- Store something inside a backpack .   2- Archive , engavetar .   3- Hide or hide something with the
intention that it is not known.

enmuñecar
Enmunecar, is a verb used in Colombia, means: seize, grab, take.

enmuñecar
Enmunecar, is a word meaning in the colloquial language in Colombia: arrest, stop, arrest.

ennoviar
Establish a relationship of bride and groom.

enorgullecerse
Be proud: ( v.  pron.   ) Be proud of something or someone.

enredadera
It is a plant provided with climbing stems, which adheres or tangles on vertical surfaces or on any protruding object. 

enredaderas
Vines: Plural of vine, climbing plant that grows entangled in a stake or other element or another plant.

enrejar
Entangled.     ( v .  Tr.  )  .    1- Fence the gardens with bars.    2- In Venezuela and some regions of Colombia, tie the
calf with a rejo while milking the cow. 



enrique coelho netto
Brazilian writer (1864 Caxias - Rio de Janeiro 1934-) Author of the discovery of the India, the wonderful city and the
garden of olives.

enrocar
Castling: vb. In the game of chess, moving from place to the King at the same time that the tower.

enrolarse
Enroll: ( vb.  pron.   ) Register or enter a corporation, company or organization, especially to the army or the police.

ensaladas de frutas
fruit salad is incorrectly written and should be written as "salad of fruits." being its meaning:<br>Combination of assorted
fruits cut into small pieces, which can decorate with sugar, liqueur or orange juice.

ensaladas de frutas
Combination of assorted fruits cut into small pieces, which can decorate with sugar, liqueur or orange juice.

ensalzar
Extol: vb. Praise. Praising a person or a thing highlighting their qualities, capacities, or merits.

ensimismarse
Self-absorption ( v .   Pron.  ) To be left out of reality because of one's own thoughts.

ensuciarse
dirty.     ( v .   Pron.  )  .    Lay with grime, dirt; soaking in oil, grease or mud. 

entenao
Entenao, or best stepchild and entenada, is the son or daughter of the person you married someone, and that is the
product of a previous relationship, in other words, the stepchild is the stepchild.

entidad accionada
In Colombia, in criminal law, a driven entity is the entity that has been the subject of action of Tutela.

entidad crediticia
A credit, also known as a financial institution, Credit Union or Bank, Corporation is an entity that is responsible for
capture resources in the form of deposits and lending, as well as the provision of a wide range of banking and financial
services.

entrada por salida
It refers to the action by which a person enters a place ( House, office, premises, etc.  ) but exits right away because it is
only a carrier of a message or because you are in a hurry.

entramparse



Ensnare is: go into debt a person taking loans or any type of merchandise on credit.

entre
Enter : ( prep .  ) 1- Indicates a situation or state in the middle of two or more people or things.   Example: The eclipse
occurred between ten and eleven in the morning.   2- Indicates participation or relationship in a group or situation . 
Example: I told that boy that there can be nothing but friendship between the two.  .   3- Inside, inside.  Example : The
leopard hid among the thicket of the forest so as not to be seen by the boar that was going to hunt.   4- In mathematics,
mark that one figure is divided with the next .  Example: Twelve out of three equals four .   5- Indicates equality or
comparison .  Example: School work we did among the four.

entre bambalianas
It is incorrectly written between bambalianas and it should be written as "behind the scenes" being its
meaning:<br>Bambalina: f. canvas that hangs on the loom of a forum and that hides the actors when they aren't
onstage. In that case, when the actors and other persons are on the back of these scenes or frames, reportedly are
behind the scenes or backstage.

entrega inmediata
1- The "immediate delivery" service was a service provided by the mail agencies, it consisted of delivering the
correspondence in a very short period of time (between 48 and 72 hours).     With the implementation of e-mail, postal
mail and immediate delivery service were deprecated. 

entremetido
Entremetido, da: ( adj.  ) Intruded, metiche. Person with a tendency to meddle in Foreign Affairs.

entretenimiento
Entertainment ( m .  ) Action to entertain or entertain.

entrompar
Entrompar: In the Caribbean coast Colombian, RAM, run.

entuerto
Referred to as wrongs to the painful spasms in the uterus and womb women during the first days after birth.

envainar
Sheathing: vb. 1. place the machete or another stab in the sheath. 2 ( colloquial ) Put a person in a mess or problem.

enviar a la cana
Imprisoned, sent to prison, send a judge to a defendant to prison. This expression originated because in Colombia to jail
told colloquially " Reed ".

enviudar
Widow : ( v .  Intr.  ) Losing the spouse to death.

enyucado



Enyucado: m. cake or muffin of cassava.

enzo
Enzo is a male proper name of Germanic origin; it can be found in some countries such as Italy, Uruguay and Paraguay.

eolítico
Political: (Prehistory )  Period in which man used eolitos. It would be prior to the prechelense.

ephanor
Ephanor Vitor da Costa Filho, better known in Colombia as Víctor Epanor, is a former Brazilian footballer who played as
a right winger.  He was an accomplished scorer; skilled and dribbling .  In Colombia he stood out in the Atlético Junior
team of Barranquilla in 1974 and 1975. 

epicondilitis
In medicine, specifically in orthopedics, epicondylitis is the painful inflammation of the muscles, tendons and tissues
located around the elbow.

epicrisis
Epicrisis: (s.  (f).  ) Period following the crisis that causes a disease.  It refers to the second crisis or further crisis which
may precede the end of the disease stage, when it is a serious disease.

epigmenio
Epigmenio is a male proper name that is believed to be of Greek origin.  This name, although uncommon, can be found
in some countries of North, Central and South America.

epinefrina
Epinephrine: f. adrenaline, principle asset of the adrenal glands.

episcopio
Episcopio: m. apparatus for projecting the image of the opaque bodies.

epoc
COPD: Medicine stands for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.  It is a common lung condition that causes difficulty
breathing, among other conditions.

epson
Epson is a Japanese manufacturer of computers, printers, video projectors and Televisions.

equipazo
A team is a great team of football, baseball, basketball or any other sport. 

equitador
Equitator (and equitator).   1- Person fond of horses.   2- Person who understands horses.    3- Person who practices



horseback riding. 

equivocación
Mistake: f. Error produced by confusion between two things-like or similar.

erección matutina
Morning erection is the latest erection in the morning that the man is when awake. Morning erections occur in healthy
men, up to 50 years, after that age, morning erections are less frequent

erección nocturna
Nocturnal erection, also called automatic erection or spontaneous erection is a male erection occurring during sleep.
Every healthy man, from childhood and up to about 70 years, experiences these erections at night while you sleep. They
are called spontaneous or automatic erections because they occur without any kind of stimulation.

erección peneana
It is erection of the penis. When the penis begins to become erect because of any stimulation or during sexual arousal,
is said to have an ongoing penile erection.

erisipela
Erysipelas: f. (Med.  ) Superficial inflammation of the skin which is manifested by its reddish color and that is commonly
accompanied by fever.

eritrocitos
Red blood cells are red blood cells, responsible for transporting oxygen in the blood.

erídano
It is known with the name of eridanus the third constellation of the southern hemisphere, which extends from the equator
to the 58 ° latitude South; It has its peak in November.

erradicador
Eradicator (ra) person who removes.  Mainly applies to any person who is engaged in the manual eradication of illicit
crops of marijuana and coca leaf.

erroneamente
Erroneously: Advisor.  Of wrong, wrong, wrong way way way.

eruido
eruido is incorrectly written and it should be written as "erect" being its meaning:<br>Erect: ( adj.  ) Up, right, right.

es peligroso el empeine
The instep is not a dangerous or serious disease. It is a disease of the skin that makes it rough and incarnate, causing
itchiness in the affected region. However the person who suffers it should consult a medical specialist in dermatology at
the earliest possible opportunity.



esa vieja está buena
In popular language, when someone says: ' that old is good ' not exactly refers to an older Lady. It refers to a beautiful
woman, voluptuous body, protruding breasts, measures 60-90-60. Then, when a woman with those characteristics, it is
said that 'The old is good!  '

esa vieja está buena
In the above definition, by confusion made an involuntary error: put measures 60-90-60. By this unintentional mistake I
apologize to all the women and models of the world, and clarified that the perfect measures to which I refer are
90-60-90.

esaú
Esau: (N. biblical ) Eldest son of Isaac and Rebekah; twin brother of Jacob. He sold this birthright for a meal.

esbirro
Ruthless person who is paid to perform violent actions in Exchange for a payment.

escabullirse
Sneak out : ( v .   Pron.  ) 1- Escape a person or animal from somewhere .   2- Leave a person from a place without
being noticed, with disguise or skill.

escachucharse
Escachucharse, is a term from the colloquial language used in the Colombian Caribbean coast, means: scramble a
person, walk without God and without Santa Maria.

escalable
Scalable: adj.  In computing, equipment that can be upgraded by adding parts most advanced: "My first computer was a
486 model but was scalable to pentium ".

escalable
Scalable: That can be scaled.

escalabrar
escalabrar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "descalabrar" being its meaning:<br>Descalabrar: vb. Injure a
person in the head with a stone.

escalofríos
Chills: Chills Plural. Referred to as chill that sudden feeling of intense cold that tends to produce him mainly by high
fever.

escalona
Rafael Escalona was a composer Colombian of the genre vallenato. He composed songs " The Testament " " The
House in the air " " The Patillalera " among many others.

escamoso



Scinous ( sa ) adj .   1- It has many scales.    2 - In colloquial language, person who is very suspicious.

escampavia
Escampavia: f. small and sailing boat that accompanies a larger boat, serving browser.

escandinavo
Scandinavian ( va ) Person who is born or originating in the region comprising Norway, Sweden and Denmark .

escanear
Scan: (Medicine ) Action pass a body or an organ of the body through a scanner to get a picture of the interior, in order
to detect internal injuries. 2 ( Informatics ) Action of passing a document through a scanner to transfer an image or a text
to the computer, for further processing and storage.

escaner
scanner is incorrectly written and should be written as "scanner ( with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>Scanner: Form
castellanizada from the English word scanner. 1. electronic devices used in medicine to explore the body or an organ of
the body in search of internal injuries. 2. electronic device used in computer science to read and organize text and
images to then transfer the information to a computer.

escaramuza
Skirmish: f. 1 - skirmish, battle of little importance. 2 quarrel, fight.

escarnecer
Escarnecer: Make a mockery to another zahiriendo you.

escisión
Split: ( Med.  ) Removal of a tissue or an organ.

esclavos
Slaves, vas: Jesus is who being dominated by someone, lack of freedoms.  2 Under rigorous and strongly. Rendered,
obedient. 3. Small lake of Los Esclavos: Lake of Canada in the province of Alberta. The Athabaska River is his emissary
( where drains ).

escobajo
Escobajo .     ( masculine noun )    Broom old and deteriorated by use. 

escobazo
Broom ( s .   m .  ) Blow given with a broom. 

escoñetar
It is a widely used word colloquial language in Venezuela, it means : damage, deteriorate, adepher to lose.   This verb
comes from the word "fuck."



escólex
Escólex: m. bulge than in one of its ends has tapeworm and other parasitic tapeworms; It is provided with adherent
organs that allow you to attach to the wall of the digestive tract of the host ( host ).

escribiendo
This gerund appears at the top of the screen of the cell phone when it is connected to WhatsApp; It indicates that the
person with which the user is keeping the conversation, at that very moment is writing a text message which will be then
received.

escuela dominical
It is known as Sunday school to a religious cult in which biblical teaching is imparted.  This cult is typical of the
evangelical Christian religion, and as its name indicates it is held on Sundays in all churches belonging to that religious
community. 

escuela primaria
The primary school is that educational campus in which primary basic education is provided.  In the United States of
America, the word school is used to refer to both elementary and secondary school.  In Colombia and other countries
the synonym is used more : school . 

escuelita
School : 1- School diminutive .   2- Small school where mainly young children attend in the pre-garden, garden and
transition grades (zero grade). 

escurreplatos
A dish rack is a kitchen cabinet for drain and other utensils after washing.

ese
It is the name of the letter s . 

esfinter
sphincter is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sphincter" being its meaning:<br>Sphincter: m.    (Anat.  )  
Ring muscle that surrounds a hole in the body and determines its opening or close to any substance or to retain it.  For
example, the year or the bladder sphincter.

esfondar
The correct term is to desfondar, and means : Remove or break the bottom of a container or anything else.

esguince grado 1
In medicine, specifically in orthopedics and Traumatology, sprain grade 1 is a lesion that occurs in one joint, where there
is a loosening of ligaments without breaking them; There is a mild pain and a light inflammatory process, however the
affected person can perform full movements.

eslavos
Slav: m.   ( Plural ) Ethnic group of the Indo-European family, which today extends from the borders of Italy to Central
Asia. Seems to be that its original location was in the jungles of the North of the Carpathian Mountains, between the



rivers Warta and Dnieper.

eslavos
Slav: m.   ( Plural ) Ethnic group of the Indo-European family, which today extends from the borders of Italy to Central
Asia. It seems that its original location was in the jungles of the North of the Carpathians, between the rivers Warta and
Dnieper.

eslogan
Slogan, is the Castilian form of the English word slogan.  A slogan is a publicity and expressive phrase.

esmandarse
Esmandarse: (v.  pron.  colloquial) run away, go full speed from one place.  Synonym: Sent.

esmechar
esmechar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "shred" being its meaning:<br>Shred: vb. Remove or cut the
Wicks. This word is erroneously used as a synonym for fray or crumble, so it is often heard, e.g.: " Today we'll dine 34
shredded meat;. In this case it is accepted, but the right thing would be: " Today we are going to dinner meat shredded "
or " 34 frayed meat;.

esmierde
Be in the esmierde in Colombia and other South American countries, is to be penniless, bankrupt.

esmigajar
The correct writing of this word is "demigrate", means : make crumbs a food, especially bread.

esmoquin
A tuxedo ( the English smoking ) It is a masculine dress to wear at evening parties and ceremonies such as delivery of
prizes, cocktails and other social acts of some importance. Tuxedo is the Spanish form of smoking.

esneyder
Wikia is a male name of unknown origin. He could have given rise to the male names Osneider and Osnaider.

esnobismo
Snobbery: m. exaggerated admiration for everything that is fashionable or is considered a distinguished and elegant.

espabilar
Wake: vb. Fall.

espaguetada
An espaguetada is a meal composed mainly of several portions of spaghetti.

espagueti
Spaghetti: Form castellanizada from the Italian word "spaghetti".  It is a food paste made from flour and egg, made in the



form of thin strips.  After cooked served with sauce, cheese, meat or chicken.

espaldazo
espaldazo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "accolade" being its meaning:<br>Accolade: m. help or support
you receive from someone for the achievement of a purpose or project.

espanglés
Espangles: Linguistic modality in which are mixed words of Spanish and English in a sentence or phrase.  For example,
the expressions "cold well" and "full bacano" are expressions espanglesas.

espantabrujas
In some provinces of Spain they call "scarecrow" a small bouquet made of olive or other plants, which has been blessed
by a priest on Palm Sunday, and that placed behind the front door of a house serves, supposedly, to scare away or
scare away witches. 

espantapájaros
A scarecrow is a human-looking doll, which as its name suggests serves to scare away birds that threaten crops on
farms, plots, conucos, etc. 

esparpajar
Esparpajar: Scare or throw a person or an animal from one place.

espaturrarse
Espaturrarse: In the jargon of the underworld, be amazed someone at police trying to commit a wrongful act. For
example, if that someone is spotted at the airport trying to take narcotic drugs in his luggage or among their clothes,
says " that is espaturro ".

espaturrarse
Espaturrarse: ( colloquial ) Collapsing rather miserably.

espelma
The word espelma itself is part of the Spanish language, it is used as a synonym for vela.  Some people would think that
"espelma" is the way to pronounce "sperm" typical of Puerto Ricans and some inhabitants of Venezuela, but it is not so,
sperm is something else, which is defined as follows: 1- Fluid husband and whitish in which sperm are in suspension.   
2- Melted wax that dries from lit candles.  By this last definition is that gaps people mistakenly call "sperm" to candles,
instead of "spelt". 

espeluznante
That creepy, that shudders, that horrifies, that causes fright. 

espermatocito
Spermatocyte: m.   ( Biol.  )  Coming from a spermatogonium cell. They can be first or second order, as they come from
the spermatogonium directly, reduction, or a spermatocyte of first order, by mitosis.



espermicida
Chemical substance that destroys or eliminates sperm.

espernancar
Espernancar is a term of colloquial language, it means open overreact. For example, when a woman accidentally open
the legs when sitting, it is said that " espernancó 34 legs;.

espirometría
Spirometry is a non-invasive, which allows to know the lung function of a patient.

espiroqueta
Spirochete: m.   (Biol.  ) A genus of microorganisms esquizomicetos, whose body is shaped like a spiral filament. The
most important species is the pale, causative spirochete of syphilis.

espíritu santo
In Christianity, the Holy Spirit is the third person of the Trinity.

esporádicamente
Sporadically (adv.  ) Sporadically. 

esporádicamente
Sporadically (adv.  ) Sporadically. 

esposas
Handles of iron that is subjected to prisoners by wrists.

espretinar
Is a word that in the language colloquial means: break, break.

espretinar
Is a word that in the language colloquial means: break, break.

esso
ESSO: Eastern Seaboard Standard Oil, is an American multinational oil company which main activity is the supply of
fuels and lubricants for vehicles.

estaderos
The estaderos are establishments of fun where you can hear music, dancing and drinking alcoholic beverages. In some
cities in Colombia, it is easy to find dancers spontaneous in these sites. The spontaneous dancer is that dancer who
hear a melody to your liking rises from his chair to dance and do without the company of a couple steps.

estado de alicoramiento
Been intoxicated, drunk. It is said of the State in which a person is after drinking much liquor.



estado febril
It is the State of health in which a person has fever, presenting a febrile picture.

estados unidos
United States of America (in English United States of America), also known as the United States of America by being
located in the North of this continent, is a sovereign country which is composed of fifty States and a federal district.  You
can abbreviate U. S. A.  EE.  UU.  or USA.  Although the official language is English, in most of its States also speaks
Spanish.

estados unidos of america
It is a Spanish expression that in Spanish translates : United States of America .

estanco de licores
Business premises which are sold liquors, beers, soft drinks, etc.

estar a la luz del día
Clear a theme or topic, be clear, tangible.

estar con el agua hasta el cuello
Being in a situation difficult, precarious. Being in debt, no money to meet its obligations.

estar en aprietos
Be in trouble is to be in a committed and difficult situation that is not stir or beat, or which do not know how to react or
act. Synonym: Be in trouble.

estar en aprietos
Be in trouble is to be in a committed and difficult situation that can't solve or overcome, or which do not know how to
react or act. Synonym: Be in trouble.

estar en cable
Be ' cable ' or ' passing cable ' It is a colloquial expression that means you are bad, no work, no money, be zero.

estar en el cielo
Be a wonderful, enjoying, through happy moments instead.

estar en el limbo
Be distracted, be gone, be in the clouds. Not to find out what happens around.

estar en el rebusque
Be a person in the daily struggle for the suntento, developing an informal activity, as for example mobile or stationary.

estar en la buena
Be a person going through a good time, mainly in the economic field.



estar en la jugada
Being on the move is attentive to what may happen in a given situation, and be prepared to take action if necessary.

estar en la mala
Be a person going through a difficult situation: without a job, without money to comply with the commitments, etc.

estar en la olla
Be wrong economically, without a job, without money.

estar en la vía
Be on the track is to be in a predicament, economically speaking, it is to be without a job, without money.

estar en nada
Be zero, bad standing: "Ponte batteries, cheer up, that you are nothing, you are zero ".   (They are colloquial
expressions ).

estar en pelotas
Be a person naked.

estar en su cabales
Be a person in sane, well mental and mood.

estar en su cabales
be in his right mind is incorrectly written and it should be written as "being in his right mind" being its meaning:<br>Be a
person sane, be well mentally and emotionally.

estar en sus cabales
You have full mental faculties.

estar full
This expression in espangles literally means: be full, full.

estar fusilado
Be executed is to be " cable " being in a very difficult situation, be defeated.

estar in
To be in is to be fashionable, to be updated, or as it is said in the colloquial language, to be in the ointment, to be in the
"play".  It is a Espanglesa expression composed of the Spanish verb "estar"y "in the English word" in "that translated into
Spain means: inside.  Antonym: To be "out".

estar limpio
1- Be free of dirt and impurities.   2- Being out of money. 



estar mosca
Be fly is to be attentive, be " batteries " be carefully watching something or someone.

estar ojón
It is to be with your eyes wide open, to be attentive, to "be batteries". 

estar patas para arriba
Be disorderly and dirty a place: "I'm going to sort and clean room, which is " legs up "

estar pintado
The expression "being painted on the wall" is an expression applied by someone who has no authority, who does not
have the consideration or respect of the most. 

estar qap
1 - Be ready, be prepared for something.  2 Be aware of something with somebody: "Were QAP!  ".

estar salao
In the colloquial language, living lounge is having bad luck, is to be bad.

estar suelto
It applies to what is not subject, attached or enclosed. 2. Have diarrhea: "My dad is loose, it's gone as ten times to the
bathroom and it hurts your stomach.

está bacano
In the colloquial language, being bacano means being in a nice, cool, fun environment.

estera
Mat : ( s .  F.  ) It is a thick tissue, made of esparto, reed or other material, which serves to cover the soil and to sleep.

estereotipo
Stereotype: ( m.  ) Idea, expression, image or model associated with a social group, which are attributed to their
behaviors, qualities, skills and other characteristics that identify it and that, in general, cannot be changed or altered.

esterlinas
Sterling: Plural of sterling. Applies to the 40 pound, pound sterling, which in English means " pound sterling "  ) is the
currency used in the United Kingdom.

estéreo
Referred to as stereo or stereo sound to recorded or reproduced in two-channel sound. To be able to see perfectly the
stereo sound, it is necessary to listen to it by two speakers or headphones.

estillar
estillar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "splintering" being its meaning:<br>Hoggers are one thing.



estomacal
Pertaining to or relating to the stomach . 

estrabismo
Strabismus: m. deficient performance of the external muscles of the eye, causing a deviation of more or less accused of
the normal direction of the gaze of one or both eyes.

estrella de belén
The star of Bethlehem is the star which guided and guided the Magi to the birth place of Jesús of Nazareth. The name
originated because it is believed that Jesus was born in this small town ( 41 Bethlehem; even though some Gospels
recount that Jesus was born in the city of Nazareth.

estrellas en 45
ESTRELLAS EN 45 , is the name of a song that compiles fragments of different themes of the musical genre known as
"disco".  In other words, STARS AT 45 is a musical mosaic of that genre, and was widely heard in 1981 and early 1982. 
Paradoxically, this musical mosaic was released on vinyl record recorded in 33 R. P . M . 

estrepitosamente
Miserably: ( Advisor.  ) With a crash, noisy, roared.

estrepitosamente
Miserably: ( Advisor.  ) With a crash, noisy, roared.

estresarse
Stress: ( v. pr.  ) Suffering from stress.

estrés
Stress : ( Word of English origin ) State of great nervous tension caused by anxiety or overwork, among other things.

estrilar
Estrilar: vb. 1 get angry, upset. 2 protest angrily a person by improper action or an excessive claim of someone.

estriper
Stripper: Form castellanizada from the English word, " 34 stripper; which in turn comes from the word " 34 strip; which
means undressing, undress. A stripper is a show in which someone removed clothes slowly and sensuously to the
rhythm of the music and before a crowd of spectators.

estriper
Synonym for stripper: striptease. This last word has also been castellanizada as " 34 striptease.

estriptis
Striptease or striptease, of the 34 English; striptease ". A striptease is a show in which someone removed clothes slowly
and sensuously to the rhythm of the music and before a crowd of spectators.



estriptisera
An estriptisera is a woman who takes off clothes slowly and sensuously to the rhythm of the music and before a crowd
of spectators. Applies also to the woman who removes the clothes slowly and sensually in front of her boyfriend or
sexual partner to the rhythm of a melody in a sexual foreplay.

estronchar
estronchar is incorrectly written and should be written as Tronchar being its meaning: break, crack or break with violence
and without the use of tools, the stem or branch of a tree or plant.

estropago
Writes Scourer and your definition is: pad ( 41 masculine noun;. Piece of esparto or of other material, which serves
mainly for scrubbing and cleaning: Lady riot dirty pot with a sponge wet and soapy.

estrupicio
estrupicio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "battering" being its meaning:<br>Shredding or break
something in a violent and precipitous way.

estudiantado
A set of students in an educational institution.

estudio f
Studio F ( Studio F ) 1- It is a brand of jeans, blouses, jackets and footwear.   2- It is the name of the warehouses where
they sell the garments mentioned above.

estuvo
Is the perfect past simple verb to be: "Jose was imprisoned for two years for stealing a bicycle, "

etanislao
Estanislao: Name own male of Slavic origin; It is one of those rare names and little common.

etelvina
Etelvina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Etelvina" being its meaning:<br>It is a feminine proper name, so
it should be written with initial capital letters.

etiope
Ethiopian: adj. m. and f. originally from Ethiopia, country in Africa.

etnografía
Branch of anthropology whose objective is the study of ethnicities in order to describe them.

eudes
Eudes: Comte de Paris and King of France from 888-898. The eldest son of Robert the strong. Defended successfully to
Paris of the Normans, with which demonstrated the inability of the King Charles the fat, for this cause nobles chose him
instead of him. He died in the fight against his rival Carlos the Simple.



eufemia
It is a feminine name believed that it is of Greek origin, but that it could be actually of Mexican origin.

europe
Europe , is a word enters that in Spanish it translates : Europe .

eva
Eva: First woman created by God, was permanent partner of Adam.

eva maría
Eva Maria: (MUS.  )  Popular song of the genre, romantic, interpreted by the Spanish group La Formula V, recorded in
the Decade of the 1970s.   "Eva Maria was seeking the Sun on the beach, with its leather carrying case and its 34
striped bikini; it says in one of its stanzas.

evangelizar
Evangelize (v.  Tr.  ) Preach The Gospel of Jesus and the Christian virtues. 

evangelístico
Evangelism: the Gospel or related.

evidentemente
Course: ( Advisor.  ) With evidence, clearly.

ex
Ex: Person as another girlfriend and already it is not.

ex convicto
Ex-convict (and ex-convict).   A person who was convicted and imprisoned for one or more crimes. 

ex-combatiente
Veteran: ( adj.  ) Applies to a person who actively participated in any combat or war.

ex-esposa
Woman who was married but that is no longer so being separated and divorced from the man who had married.

ex-novia
The ex-girlfriend is the woman who was the girlfriend of a man but is not it.

ex-pareja
The ex-partner is a person who was a boyfriend or girlfriend, spouse or spouse, companion or permanent, or loving
partner of another person and is not it.



ex-señorita
Ex-senorita: In the colloquial language, woman who left recently being a Virgin.

exámine
Lich: adj. Refers to what gives no sign of life or is lifeless: "The man wept next to the lifeless body of his wife ". 2 It says
who is badly weakened: "The man who crossed the desert on foot fell Lich upon reaching the 34 people;.

excel
Excel is the name of a computer program created and distributed by Microsoft Corporation. It is a software that allows to
perform accounting and financial tasks features, developed specifically to help create and work with spreadsheets.

excepcional
Exceptional: adj.  Extraordinary, very good, excellent. fantastic, Super.

excitación táctil femenina
It is sexual arousal experienced by a woman to touch or fondle the genitalia or any another part of the body of his sexual
partner.

excital
Excital, is the way of pronouncing the word excitar, typical of Puerto Ricans and the inhabitants of some states of
Venezuela. 

exclavisado
It is the way of pronouncing the word "enslaved", typical of some people living in the Pacific region of Colombia and
some regions of Peru. 

exclavisado
It is the way of pronouncing the word "enslaved", typical of some people living in the Pacific region of Colombia and
some regions of Peru. 

exitazo
A hit is a great musical success, a hit. 

exmundialista
He is a former footballer who participated in one or more World Cups. 

exodoncia
In dentistry, the extraction is an outpatient surgical procedure in which a tooth is extracted.

exorcismo
Exorcism: ( m.  )  Set of formulas and rituals that are practiced to eject a spirit from the body of a person, a place, etc.,
especially when it is an evil spirit.



exorcismo
Exorcism: ( m.  )  Set of formulas and rituals that are practiced to eject a spirit from the body of a person, a place, etc.,
especially when it is an evil spirit.

exotic dancer
English expression meaning in Spanish: exotic dancer.

expedito
Expedito is a male proper name of Spanish origin, very common in the departments of Santander and Norte de
Santander in Colombia.

expertos
Experts: ( Pl.  ) They are people who have a broad knowledge and sufficient upon any issue or matter. For example,
there are experts in economy, transport, marketing, trade, foreign trade, etc, etc.

explorer
Explorer , is an English word that in Spanish is translated : browser .

explosivista
Explosive: ( adj.  ) Expert in explosives.

expres
Espresso is incorrectly written and should be written as "espresso ( with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>Express, is an
adjective that means: fast. Examples: transport pot espresso, espresso coffee machine, espresso.

express
Express is an English word which in Spanish translates: Express, fast, ungente.

extendido hemorrágico
It is a blood sample taken from a patient to be studied and analyzed in the clinical laboratory.

exterminador
That exterminates, that annihilates. 

extinguidor
A fire extinguisher is a metal container (bottle or cylinder) that contains a chemical agent that is able to turn off or
extinguish fire.

extintor
A fire extinguisher is a metal container (cylinder or cylinder) that contains a chemical agent that is capable of putting out
or extinguishing fires. 

extra



Extra: (adj.  ) Extraordinary, which is higher than normal quality, excellent.

extra largo
It is very long or longer than normal.

extra oficial
It is not official.

extracupo
The extracupo is an additional quota requested a card holder or the holder of a revolving, to perform at a given time.

extraditable
Extraditable : ( adj .  ) Person who is susceptible to being ecstatic.

extralargo
The extra-long Willys is a jeep manufactured by the American auto company of the same name.  This off-road vehicle
was very popular in the 1960s and 1970s. 

extralegal
Extralegal.     ( adj .  ) That it is not legal or is not provided for in a law.  An example is the bonuses that a company pays
to its employees, and that are not part of the salary, they are said to be "extralegal bonuses" because the company is
not obliged to pay such bonus, and does so only to incentivize such employees. 

extramatrimonial
Extramarital.    ( adj .  ) 1- It occurs or takes place outside of marriage.   2- Extramarital son, is one born in a home in
which man and woman have not married.       3- Son born product of a slip of a man with a woman, being that man
married and living with another woman. 

extramuros
It is known as outside the walls to that expanse of land located outside the perimeter of a walled city. 

extremófilo
An extremophile micro-organism is one that is able to survive and thrive in extreme conditions. For example, in the
absence of oxygen or water too hot or too acidic.

eyaculación facial
Referred to as male facial ejaculation at ejaculation of a man on the face of his sexual partner.

épa
Epa!: ( 41 interjection; Used to accompany a greeting: " epa! Hermes, how you going?  "

épale
EPAL: This word is used in the colloquial language to say hello; It is equivalent to Hello.  In Mexico amounts to pray to



him.

ésteres
Esters: plural.   (Quim.  ) Esters are organic compounds whose structures can be considered derived from an acid,
replacing the active hydrogen by a radical alquilico.

éxodo
Exodus: m.   ( from the latin exodus ) 1. it is the second book of the Bible, which also appears in the old testament,
which tells the output from the slavery of Egypt and the flight of the people of Israel, where they had to cross the Red
Sea in search of the promised land. 2. transfer of a group or people to go to live in another place.

f m
In broadcasting, FM stands for frequency modulation.

faber
Faber Herazo ( The mute ) is an experienced banderillero in the corralejas in the Colombian Caribbean coast. You can
see him acting in all locations where these parties are held.

faber
Faber Herazo ( The mute ) is an experienced banderillo in the corralejas in the Colombian Caribbean coast. You can
see him acting in all locations where these parties are held.

faber
Faber is a masculine name that is believed to be of English origin.

facatativá
Facatativá is a town and municipality in the Cundinamarca Department, Colombia.  It has an approximate population of
150. 000 inhabitants . 

facebook
Facebook: It is a free web site for social networking, created and founded by Mark Zuckerberg. The word " facebook " It
has been adapted to the Spanish as " feis " so it is now common to hear, for example: " the photographs of my birthday
already in the feis ".

facebook
Facebook: It is a free web site for social networking, created and founded by Mark Zuckerberg.  The word " facebook " It
has been adapted to the Spanish as " FEIS " so it is now common to hear, for example: "My birthday photographs
already in the feis ".

factory
Factory: English word which in Spanish translates: factory, factory.

facturación
Billing.    ( f .  ) Action and effect of invoicing . 



facturar
Invoice : ( v .   Tr.  ) 1- Issue invoice.    2- Indicate in detail on an invoice the items to be dispatched and their respective
prices. 

facultativo
Optional ( va ) .    1- From doctors or related to them.    Examples : Optional care, medical prescription.   2- Doctor,
doctor. 

fagocitos
Phagocytes: m. Pl.   (Biol.  )  Phage cells that destroy bacteria and harmful bodies or unutiles to the body through
phagocytosis. They are in the blood and lymph of multicellular beings.

fagocitos
Phagocytes: m. Pl.   (Biol.  )  Phage cells that destroy bacteria and bodies through phagocytosis harmful or useless for
the organism. They are in the blood and lymph of multicellular beings.

fajarse
Fajarse: do the best. Be used to fund a person in order to achieve an objective.

fajarse
Fajarse: place a strip.

fajina
Fascine: f. in some regions of Colombia, this word was used by the grandmothers as a synonym for impertinence. For
example, when one of your children or grandchildren are bothered by something, the grandmother scolded him: " leave
the fascine ".

fajonazo
Once as a cummerbund or strip.

falcedad ideológica
Ideological falsehood: documentary Falcedad. It is a crime that incurs a person who is absent from the truth, especially
when used in written statements or the seriousness of the oath.

falcedad ideólogica
falcedad ideologica is incorrectly written and should be written as "ideological falsehood" being its meaning:<br>Indeed,
correct writing of the expression is: ideological falsehood. In the case of falsehood, comes from false, and ideological, as
you can be seen, carries the tilde on the penultimate syllable.

falcioni
Julio Cesar Falcioni is an Argentine ex-footballer who played as a goalkeeper. The goal of Team America de Cali in
Colombia he cared for several seasons. There stood by his spectacular saves.

false



False, is an English word which in Spanish translates: false.

faltante
Missing: Missing, need.

faltonear
Faltonear: ( vb.   ) Breaching an obligation or a promise.

famiempresa
A famiempresa is a family company, this means that the ownership, management and direction are in the hands of the
members of the same family.

familias en acción
The Families in Action program is a social program of the government of Colombia, which consists of subsidizing
low-income families. 

fan
Fan: English word which translates in Spanish: 1 - follower, fan, fan. 2 Fan. Electric dryer. Plural: Fans.

fandango
The fandango is a dance of the Colombian Caribbean coast, especially in the departments of Bolivar, Sucre and
Cordoba. In the execution of this dance the dancers and dancers moving their bodies to the beat of the sounds and
rhythms performed by bands of millo, bagpipes or popularly known as 34 bands; papayeras ".

fanfarria
Piece of music very short, usually instrumental.

fanfarronear
Speak and behave with arrogance and haughtiness throwing bluster. 

fania
Fania: Name own feminine believed that it had its origin in the city of New York, after the Foundation of the musical
group known as the Fania All Stars and the Fania Records label. At that time, any lover of the genre called " 34 sauce;
and a supporter of the group mentioned above, came it put as Fania name his first daughter.

fanta
Fanta, is a brand that produces, packs and distributes soft drinks. This brand is owned by the multinational The
Coca-Cola Company. Beverages produced include the Orange squash and Apple.

fao
F. A. O.: acronym's Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. English name of the United Nations
Organization for food and agriculture.



far west
It is a phrase which in Spanish translates: far West.

faramalla
Faramalla: f. made or exaggerated, dramatic or scandalous action, sometimes with false arguments, which is intended
to draw attention.


